


























































sHop-vac® corporation is the recognized world leader in wet/dry vacs. While 
that leadership position was earned first when there were no other manufacturers 
of wet/dry vacs, we have maintained worldwide respect for more than 50 years by 
continuing to innovate and advance the technology of wet/dry vacs.

Every one of our products is manufactured to meet our high standards and our 
customers’ high expectations. To ensure that we meet your expectations, we find it 
helpful to explain the terminology that is used to classify our vacs.

our researcH, enGineerinG anD ManuFacturinG stanDarDs are second to 
none. In fact, our continuous product improvement program guides our process. 
Because of that, the specifications listed in this brochure are subject to change 
without notice. If you have questions about any of our products, please call our 
customer service department at 1-570-326-3557.

Shop-Vac® Corporation offers the most complete line of vacuum cleaners available 
for industrial and commercial applications, plus a wide range of accessories that 
are specifically designed to meet the heavy-duty cleaning needs of the sanitary 
maintenance professional.

termInology
Horsepower rating
Peak horsepower is the maximum output horsepower of a motor determined from 
a laboratory dynamometer test. Since peak horsepower is outside the normal 
operating range of a vacuum cleaner, it may not be indicative of actual air power 
differences when comparing two cleaners.

motor types
single-stage by-Pass Motor
(One vacuum fan) 
Single stage motors use just one vacuum impeller to produce a moderate suction 
pressure (sealed pressure) at a relatively high airflow (CFM) creating a vacuum 
performance level suitable for home, workshop, and light industrial cleaning 
applications.

two-stage by-Pass Motor
(Two vacuum fans)
Two-stage motors use two vacuum impellers in series which produce a significantly 
higher suction pressure (sealed pressure) creating a vacuum performance level 
appropriate for industrial and commercial maintenance applications. Two-stage 
motors typically operate at lower speeds resulting in longer motor life and quieter 
operation .

Switch reluctance (Sr) motor design
A Switch Reluctance Design is an innovative brushless motor that yields over 
5000 hours of life. This construction is controlled by Solid State electronics that 
monitors the motor performance. The rotor or turning member of the motor is all 
metal, and has no windings or commutator that could be damaged by centrifugal 
force generated by high speeds. These motors deliver high performance 
characteristics in a Wet/Dry Vacuum Cleaner with minimal components to fail 
during normal operation.
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